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“Net City Game ” – (german: “Netzstadtspiel”) is a communication contest
which enables young people to interact using the Internet. It enables them
to discover the multip le possibili t ies the WWW offers them for
communicatin g in a real situation where teachers or educators can also
suppor t them in developing their communicative and technical skills.
Usually the Net City Game is played in a single afternoon over 4 to 5 hours
in schools and youth centres. The aim is for the players to complete tasks
which have been decided on beforehand within a previously agreed time
frame. The tasks can be digital photographs, texts, or involve image
processing. When the tasks have been completed, they are uploaded via the
Internet database to the Web server, which means that all the other players
on the net can see them immediately .
“ Cyberland Chat” allows simultaneous communication between the players,
and is where the winner of the game is announced at the end of the game.
By chatting, players get to know each other. They can also find out about
any problems which may be developin g during the game, and how the
game is shaping up.
Tasks could, for example, require of the players to interview people in the
street about a given topic, to describe their own district, to develop
advertising slogans, or to write stories. Depending on the equipmen t in the
schools or centres, tasks can be specified so that the solutions will lead to
the production of sound files or short video films.
After the time for completing the different tasks is up, each group
compares and judges all the other groups’ solutions – but not its own
solutions. Results from all the groups are then entered in the Net City
Game database. The winners of the game are announced immediately
afterwards in Cyberland Chat.
Preparation
To participate in the Net City Game you have first to register in the partner
database on the website. This is also the place where you have to define

your password for further login. Let the game adminstrato r know that you
will take part in the game.
Password/Registration
First page of the game:

In the central frame you can see schedule details, the tasks, and how to get
to Cyberland Chat.
The left part of your browser window lists all the groups and centres
taking part.

By clicking on
“ Solutions by
groups ”
during the game
you can see how far
the other groups
have progressed –
which tasks have
been completed,
and how.

By clicking on
“ Solutions by
task ” in the lower
part of the left
frame you can get
an overview of
the tasks which
can be very
useful when you
are judging.
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How do I log on?
You have clicked on “ To registration /login for centres ” at the top of the
central frame. Click on the drop down list to see which groups and
instit u t i o ns are playing, click on your group or institu t io n and type in your
password.

Then you click on “ Log In” – and your school or centre is logged into the
database as a player.

You will see:
“ Registered as name of your
school/centre ”.
In the central frame you may see
further instructions for the game
“ Tasks ”.

Uploading the solutions
Solutions can be entered into a box on a form, from where they are loaded
onto the Web server via the Web pages, where others can view them.
You can start with a photo of your group that you want to upload.
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Click on “ group photo” and you see the followin g in the central frame:

Importan t for all photos and
image files
Watch the file size
.
They should be about 400 x
300 pixels and have about 80
KB.
(Files that are too big take a
long time to load and need
scroll bars, which are
unpopular)

There is a box for text so you can
enter details too, if you want to
explain your solution.
If the task is to supply text only, then
you can only upload from the text
box, and you cannot search the
picture file.
You have to enter text directly into
the text box of the online form, which
means there are no formatt in g
problems.

Click on “ Search” to find your
picture file on your hard disk,
then select it and click “ Open ”
To upload onto the Web server
click on “Save data”.
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After you have saved the data,
you will be able to see your photo
and the text in the form.
The data are now in cyber space,
and everyone can see them.

All the other solutions in the game
will be uploaded onto the Web
server (Internet), which means that
everybody else can see them
immediately.
When solving a task needs several
photos or texts, you will find the
right number of forms under the
task, as in the illustration on the
right.

To see solutions by groups or by the
tasks of all the other players, click on
the lower part of the left frame “ To
overview of game ”, which you can see in
the illustrat ion on the left.
Then you will be able to see the
solutions, either by group or task
(picture on right).
To return to your own form so that you
can upload your solutions, you have to
click on “ To registration /log in” in the
lower part of the left frame.
If you are still online you will not be
asked for your password, you will be in
your own upload area.
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3.

Making your own visiting card

As well as the group photo, every player can make their
own visiting card which can be viewed by all the other
players.
There is a link “ Edit players profiles ” as in the
illustration on the right. You have to be in upload mode.

After you have clicked on the “ Edit players profiles ”
(Edit visitin g cards) link you will see the followin g in
the central frame (illustratio ns left and below).
This is where you can make your own visiting card, with
or without a photo.

You can enter your name or
To upload a photo, click on “ Search” to
nickname, sex, age, e- mail address, find your picture file on the hard disk
and whatever else you think fit
and then choose it –(“Open”).
(illustration above).
After you have entered all the data
Only enter what you like others to
and chosen the photo, click on “Save
know, it’s voluntary! You do not need
data ”.
to enter anything too personal. If you
want, you can upload a photo.
You can change or delete these
visiting cards at any time.

Now you have made your own visiting
card so that everyone can see it.
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A visiting card may look like this.

You can see the visitin g cards of all
the other players when you are in
“Overview” mode.
Under the group photos from all
the centres is a link “ You can see
players’ profiles here”.
4.

Judging/Awarding points

When the time for the game is over and the co- ordinators have ended the
game, judging the other players’ solutions begins.
You do not judge your own solutions.

Step 1

Step 2

If you are still in
your own upload
area click on “ To
overview of game”.

Here you click on
“ Login”

If you are already in
“ Overview ” then go
to Step 2.

You do not have
to log in again;
the judging page
appears.

The judging page now appears in the central frame.
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Using the drop down lists you can select “ Best solution ”, “ Second best
solution ”, and “ Third best solution ” for each of the centres taking part.

Behind the choices “Best solution ”, “Second best solution ”, and “Third best
solution ” there are point scores which are automatically added up by the
database. Usually the group photo is not judged; it is there so that players
can get some impression of each other.
When you have judged all the entries and selected the “centres” in the
form, send the form off – click on “Save data”.
Once you have sent the form with the results, you cannot change it.
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After all the centres taking part have sent off their judgement forms, there
is an exciting message in Cyberland Chat - the announcement of the
winners.

After the winner of the Netcitygame has been announced, you can look at
the table with all the competito rs’ scores.
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